
Kingdom: New Lands

**About Kingdom: New Lands**

Kingdom: New Lands is a 2D pixel adventure in which players ride as king through an imaginative

and atmospheric pixel world. The goal of the game is to steadily expand your own kingdom and

defend it from enemy attacks.

In Kingdom: New Lands, you'll play a king equipped with only a horse and a bag of coins,

embarking on an arduous journey through an imaginative 2D pixel world. On your journey, you

must trade with your coins, buy items, and recruit subjects for your kingdom. These can be used in

the further course of the game for the defense of your kingdom. In order that your kingdom is not

conquered by nasty creatures and enemies, which means that the game is over for you, you have

to invest in defenses such as towers or troops. In addition, with the coins you collect during your

journey, you can steadily expand your empire and gain more and more power.

**Kingdom: New Lands - Features:** 

- Embark on an exciting journey: In Kingdom: New Lands, you play a king who embarks on a

dangerous and exciting journey. You are only equipped with a horse and a bag of coins. On your

journey, however, you will regularly encounter traders from whom you can buy various items such

as tools or weapons. This ensures that your inventory is getting bigger, which is very important for

the further course of your journey. However, your goal is not to explore the imaginative 2D

environment, but to build your own kingdom and defend it as effectively as possible from enemy

attacks. You will need to collect coins that you can find in hidden treasure chests throughout the

journey.

- Defend your kingdom: The defense of your kingdom is of great importance. If your empire has

been conquered by nasty creatures, the game is automatically over and you have to start over. For

the defense of your empire you can use, for example, subjects who can be recruited in exchange

for coins. You can also use the coins to buy defenses such as towers that will make your realm

and estate even safer.

- Expand your empire: In addition to the defense of your empire, of course, the expansion of your

kingdom plays a major role as well. Of course you can also extend your empire with coins. Build

your estate and create a powerful and almost impregnable kingdom.

Conclusion: Kingdom: New Lands is an exciting and challenging 2D pixel adventure that definitely

requires a bit of practice and strategy. Do not be discouraged if the games are soon over at the

beginning - practice makes perfect. With every attempt, you become smarter and wiser.


